# Shoe Fit Chart

**Did you know?**

Kids’ feet can grow a full size in just six months!

**Printing Instructions**

- To print, click printer icon or press `Ctrl+P` keys.
- Be sure printing options are NOT set to “Fit to Page” or be sure page scaling is set to “None.”
- To ensure you have printed the shoe sizing chart correctly, use the ruler to your left.

**Find the Right Size**

1. Fold along dotted line.
2. Lay chart down on a hard surface and place fold against a wall.
3. Place child’s heel against the fold.
4. Make sure child is distributing full weight equally on both feet.
5. Don’t forget to measure each foot to the longest toe—then buy the size that fits the longest foot best!

**Good Tips for a Great Fit**

1. Be sure child stands in shoes for a comfortable fit.
2. Press on toe of each shoe—be sure there is ½” of room for growth.
3. Have child walk around—be sure heels do not slip as they walk.

---

**THE CHILDREN’S PLACE**

Fold along dotted line.